INTRODUCTION
The electronic computer is undeniably an essential component in the tool beg of the modem theoretical chemi[t and, with ever improved accessibilityto more powerful computing, it is tempting tc feel a sense of euphoria about current computer capabilities. At Los Alamos, we have a truly impressive resource of large computers --at present we have a choice of two l-million word CRAY machines and four C!IC7600 machines.
However, even with this powerful a computing envirournent,the main objective of this talk is to ask whether or not this current euphoria is really justified. Have we yet reached the stage where we can, with current computers, address problems which are traditionally thought of as chemistry? The answer is, in many case3, no.
In this talk, we survey three areas of theoretical chemistry which receive considerable attention at the Theoretical Chemistry and Molecular Physics Group at Los Alamos. These three sreas are (1) molecular electronic structure calculations. (2) chemical dynamics calculations, and (3) quantum optics and spectroscopy. In intrcducinq each category, we will note the types of mathematical algorithm used to solve problems typical of each area. We tnen present examples of types of calculations which we feel are at the curlent state-of-the-art, Finally, we will present a wish list of problems in each cqtegory which WQ would like to be able to study, but are simply beyond current computing capabilities.
The program of this symposium mukes it clear that there will be several talks to follow which will concentrate specifically on Froblems associa~ed wi,thelectronic structure calctllations-we will only skim over the subject for n~w. We will concentrate more heavily on problems in chemical dynamjcs, and conclude with problems in quantum optics+
MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
In determining the quanium mechanical structure of a molecule, there are three major steps (roughly equal in difficulty) to be attacked computationally (See Fig. l.) . We first define a set of atomic basis functions centered at each nucleus and then compute a large number of integrals over these basis functions. This information feeds into the construction of the Fock matrix. The eigenv.aluesof the Fock matrix are associated with the total energy of the system, The eigenvectors define the occupied orbitals of the system aridthe elgen~raluesdefine the orbital energies. This information i$ used to construct a new Fock matrix, which is again diagonalized. This procedure is repeated interactivelyuc.tilthe total energy of the system is minimized and the orbitals are constant from one iteration to the next.
Reasonable determinations of molecular structure cm be obtained at this SCF-level of calculatio~l. However, for an accurate determination of the structure and properties of molecules, correlations between the motions of the many electrons of the system must be included. To do this, many-electron wavefuncttons are computed using sums of products of these onc-alectrol~orbitals, This process is the configuration interaction (CI) method; getting accurate CI wavefunctionti,md energies requires an enormously large basis of SCF functions, The Hamiltonian matrix in this basis is constructed and diagonalized to get the accurate Cl wavefunctj.onsand energies. The CI matrix tends to be both very large and very~parse, the sparaity of the CI zation phase.
Efficient computer codes must take into account matrix both in its construction and diagonali-
Letts turn our attention to the computational needs of the structure problem (See Fig. 2) . Defining n as the number of atom~c basis functions employed, there are several characteristic matrices to consider. The Fock matrix, whtch we repeatedly construct and diagonalize until convergence, is only an n x n matrix; unfortunately, to construct this matrix at each iteration of the SCF procedure, we have to process the n4/8 two-electron integrals. At the current state of the art, the number of atomic basis functions n tends to be about 100. This limitation is not so much because of the difficulty of diagonalizing 100 x 100 matrices, but because of the IO limitations inherent with processing the tens of millions of integrals at each iteration.
It is easy to see why the CI step is time consuming.
Fock matrix is only n x n, the size of the Cl matrix goes Now the CI matrix is very sparse, as indeed it has to be, Although the more like n4! if we are to get some of the eigenvectors and eigenualues of metrices which can get tilbe as large as 1000OX1OOOO. Most of the electronic structure work at LASL is conce:;tratedon our programs to use the CRAYts will not be more the CDC 7600 machines. We are currently adapting CRAY machines efficiently, but it appears the than 10 times 89 powerful as a 7600. It isn't bard to think of problems which would overwhelm the CRAY'S, Dynamic ids will always want more points on a potential energy surface than one is willing to calculate.
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